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How to take the most 
efficient aerodynamics 

a step further.

Because you can.
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AERODYNAMICS DRAG
LIFT

When it comes to street cars, we mainly 
consider two main aerodynamic forces 
affecting driving: drag and lift. 
You can basically think of drag as a force 
that goes against the car’s movement hel-
ding it back, and lift as the force that acts on 
the vertical axis influencing how the car 
handles as speed changes.
Efficency and mileage of any car depends 
on various aspects, for aerodynamics you 
want to minimize drag while not gain too 
much lift.
Tesla already did a great job with the Model 
3’s drag coefficient, the lowest for a pro-
duction car.
But, what’s drag coefficient, and how can 
you extend the Model 3 mileage by impro-
ving aerodynamics?

As the car moves forward, DRAG acts against it in the same direction, while 
LIFT occurs in the perpendicular direction. As speed increases, drag and lift 
have a greater impact on vehicle behaviour. While air is not so dense, when 
something moves through it friction occurs, making Drag the first aerodyna-
mic factor we have to consider in terms of car’s efficency.

DRAG

LIFT



AERODYNAMICS DRAG
Drag force depends on many factors when 
a car is moving. 
At lower speeds, the vehicle pushes the air 
with ease and doesn’t suffer too much and 
rolling resistance is responsible of wasting 
energy.
When air around the car speeds up the 
effects increase quadratically: twice the 
speed means four times drag forces!
Remember: Drag exerts AGAINST cars mo-
vement, and more Drag translates in less 
energy efficency because of resistance. 
While forces are dependants on multiple 
factors and we summarize their effects into 
a coefficient called Cd.
To calculate drag forces we multiply 

0.5 x V2 x Cd  x ρ x A
being V the car’s velocity and A the frontal 
car’s area and ρ air’s density.

AV2 Cd

DRAG

At any given speed, Cd is the factor we can act on to decrease drag forces
extending car’s mileage per charge.



AERODYNAMICS DRAG
The two components of Drag Forces are 
due to Pressure and Friction.
When an air flow meets a convex body, it 
tends to adhere to its surface creating a 
boundary layer. 
To minimize drag is necessary to delay the 
detachment from the car, and shaping 
carefully the bodywork is crucial in this 
sense.
An air foil induces no flow separation, and 
has a null pressure drag: all resistance is due 
to friction along the surface given by shear 
stresses.
Car’s aerodynamics evolved along years to 
gain fuel efficency: streamlined vehicles 
have a low Cd  

high pressure
area

low pressure
area

separation
region

the larger this region,
the greater the drag

flow detachment

no flow separation



AERODYNAMICS LIFT
Vehicles moving at high speed are affected by the lift effect. 
We can explain lift by simplifying some facts: at high velocity, air pressu-
re decreases.
If air slows down under the car, results are higher pressure areas literally 
pushing the car from the bottom.
Race cars are designed with lift in mind: the speeds involved are quite 
high and weight is reduced to a minimum. In these conditions lift 
become so strong that handling the car is impossible without help from 
aerodynamic.
Nemea is the result of 20+ years of experience working with top race 
teams in the Motor Valley, designign, testing and crafting every type of 
aerodinamyc part, from tiny canards to wings up to entire carbon fiber 
composite bodyworks. 
Every piece needs to be the lightest and the strongest possible to let the 
car accelerate faster and allow air to push stronger generating the most 
negative lift (downforce) to gain cornering speed and traction. F1 cars 
have great downforce and strong air channels generated to convey 
the air where most needed; their Cd is much higher than that of any mi-
nivan: preventing them from flying is the point!

Street cars are way heavier, and fly is not an option. Lift still occurs, but its 
effect is not that drastic for average vehicles.
When a car cuts the air with lower drag coefficient as the Model 3 does, 
however, lift becomes sensible when cruising and handling gets less 
responsive.
How much can a relatively small trunk spoiler affect the lift?
Turns out it can make the difference!
Dealing with the air leaving the trunk, a spoiler can be designed to im-
prove aerodynamic effects, usually trading an increase in drag for a lift 
decrease .

Top view of the Model 3’s trunk 
area: on the left, a baseline, on 
the right you can see the effects 
of a spoiler we tested.
The increase in pressure rises 
towards the rooftop  helping 
balancing weight on the rear 
axle.

baseline trunk spoiler

Cpmin max



CFD computationl
fluid dynamics

CFD analysis of a F1 car (courtesy of Ferrari auto s.p.a.)

pre - processing

solving

post - processing

from our 3d scan
of a real Model 3

Finite-Volume
Method

Pressure contours

CFD is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical methods and 
algorithms to solve and analyze problems that involve fluid flow. 
The access to very powerful computational clusters allows us to test chal-
lenging, hazardous or even impossible experimental conditions with unli-
mited level of accuracy and detail.

Born in the field of aerospace, CFD is now used across a wide range of ap-
plications including automotive and transportation, aerospace and de-
fense, architecture and Construction, consumer goods, energy and green 
engineering, healthcare and pharmaceutical, processing and Chemical, 
marine and hydraulics



front and rear
suspensions & brakes

air vent curtain

We performed several batches of highly detailed three-dimensional 
scans on our own Model 3 Long Range. Every relevant measure of each 
element involved into aerodynamic behaviour is crucial to effectively 
test both base performance and modifications.
While “frontal area” is great for simplifying how drag works, the tests 
must rely on every contribution that adds up to the final results.
In the next pages you can see a pratical clustering of surfaces with their 
contribute to drag for the car. 

Improvements in the right spots are great for increasing your car's 
efficiency by adding free miles from every single battery charge!
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FLOWS VELOCITY
CONTOURS

Mid - plane (Y  =0)

No separation 
on the bonnet

Clean flow transition from
the bonnet to the  windscreen

Fully attached flow on the 
whole tail width

Splitter: 
smooth attached flow

Diffuser: 
no separation



FLOWS VELOCITY
CONTOURS

Mid - plane (Y  =0,5m)

Fully attached flow on the trunk

Rear wheel wake



FLOWS PRESSURE
CONTOURS

No pressure peaks over the bonnet:
no separation in the transition  from
the front bumper

The front splitter shows smooth transitions in 
pressure contour plots: the well rounded
edge leads to attached and clean airflow
reaching the underbody

Uniform pressure contours
indicate smooth attached
airflow all along the roof and trunk

Smooth transition from the side to the
rear bumper: no pressure peaks

No separation under
the front splitter



FLOWS PRESSURE
CONTOURS

Low pressure zone generates 
downforce on the front axle

Uniform pressure distribution 
on the diffuser: no separation



front splitter

side skirts



side skirts

diffuser

spoiler



SPLITTER IMPROVING AERO
PERFORMANCES

Aero Range Splitter
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SPLITTER contribution to DRAG and LIFT from baseline

Air stacks up in the front area of the car. A well designed splitter helps more of the high 
pressure air move over the car, and generates low pressure area under it.
This generates a channel for low pressure fast moving air along all the underbody, well 
prepared for the rear diffuser to induce the reunion with the air moved above the 
rooftop.

This reduces Drag and LIFT, and combined with the entire kit boosts up efficency.



SKIRTS IMPROVING AERO
PERFORMANCES

While not impacting so much the overall drag coefficient, side skirts are  very functional: the 
air channeled by the front profile must be tunneled to clean the air duct to the entire under-
body and mainly to the diffuser, maintaining the highest efficiency. 
The dams mounted ahead of the rear wheels will shied them from air during turns, stabilizing 
the car already at medium speeds.
In our studies, we found how the front tyres “throw” rocks and debris against the car‘s body at 
the bottom of doors. This generates micro-cracks in the paint and along time after some 
washes, the paint peels off in these points. 
Our side skirts almost completely reduce this problem.



SPOILER IMPROVING AERO
PERFORMANCES
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SPOILER DRAG contribution from baseline
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BEST CHOICHE

A SELECTION
OF TEST
RESULTS

As shown before, spoilers can impact aerodynamics: we had to test each design to perfect 
our spoiler: the advanced composite we use let us design the sharpest edge to drive air 
where we need when it leaves the trunk. 
This allowed us to choose the angle and size combination.
Aerorange spoiler will decrease drag and lift for energy efficency and better handling.
Each line represents an implementation of a particuar design: simply by varying the angle 
of the spoiler the same design leads to very different results.



DIFFUSER IMPROVING AERO
PERFORMANCES

Cpmin

baseline Aero Range diffuser
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Aero Range Diffuser
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Best choiche

Test 1.8

Test 2.1 Test 2.7

Fast moving air channeled under the car, rushes up on the tail towards the low speed high 
pressure air coming from the rooftop.
Diffuser enhances the expansion area, and addres this air slowing it down to meet nicely 
with its counterpart. Vertical strakes helps keeping this air ordered, and protects wheels 
wakes in turns.
This, once again, reduces Drag and LIFT

DIFFUSER contribution to DRAG and LIFT from baseline



Overall DRAG and LIFT variation
from baseline

Aero Range Body Kit
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AERO RANGE Tesla Model 3
body kit

Designed and crafted in Motor Valley - Italy

We performed a Cfd simulation of baseline model based on a 3D 
scan of our 2021 Model 3 Long Range to obtain a valid reference 
and the result was very close to Tesla official  data (Cd 0,23)

NEMEA AERO RANGE KIT is built with the best materials: we use 
AUTOCLAVED HIGH MODULUS PREPREG  CARBON FIBER
composite providing significant improvement on  aerodynamic 
performance with minimal impact design.

We ran many tests to design the best shapes; the strenght and
stiffness of this very lightweight material crafted with our accurate
process ensure no wobbles or deformation: every piece will let the 
air flow in the best possible way.

By reducing the drag AERO RANGE KIT extends mileage especially 
in suburban, freeway and highway drive, while improving weight 
balance and handling by lowering the lift.

www.nemeafactory.comwww.aerorange.green

info@nemeafactory.com



communities
Sharing our journey with those who care about the same results has pushed and supported us.

Being part of the community of owners brings together people who discover aspects of the car directly from 
users who drive it around the world.

Recognizing that we have a great car has forced us to make every effort to respect the choices made by 
Tesla in designing it by improving performance thanks to the expertise and support of the communities.

We drive our Model 3s with the enthusiasm to be part of the change.
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